Starting shortly 🕒
A New Wayback
Improving web archive replay

September 8, 2021
Learning objective:

- Learn the primary limitations of legacy Wayback replay software and where to expect improvements.

Prerequisite:

- Some *(beginner’s OK!)* experience browsing web archives.
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You are viewing an archived web page, collected at the request of Harvard University Archives using Archive-It. This page was captured on 15:03:07 Jun 16, 2021, and is part of the H-iSites: Harvard Life Learning collection. The information on this web page may be out of date. See All versions of this archived page. Found 0 archived media items out of 0 total on this page.

You are viewing an archived web page, collected at the request of Harvard University Archives using Archive-It. This page was captured on 15:03:07 Jun 16, 2021, and is part of the H-iSites: Harvard Life Learning collection. The information on this web page may be out of date. See All versions of this archived page. Found 0 archived media items out of 0 total on this page.
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Replay Rules Engine
What’s next...

- Online today for Archive-It partners. Custom endpoints in development.
- Partners, expect updates on your “on hold” support tickets.
- Custom replay rules engine access.
- Automatic capture quality assurance (ACQuA) metrics.
Thank you to our beta testers!
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Your questions...